YACHT BOY 300PE AM/FM/SW RADIO

Designed for the traveler, this titanium-look digital radio provides incredible power and performance for an incredibly low price. It picks up short-wave signals from North America and numerous other countries, as well as AM/FM-stereo. The Yacht Boy 300PE Weighs just 10 oz., fits easily into your carry-on luggage or sits nicely on your desk, and is a sensitive shortwave radio, clock, and AM/FM-stereo radio, all in one.

- Coverage: SW 2.3-7.8 MHz and 9.1-26.1 MHz, covering all 13 international shortwave broadcast bands. FM: 87.5 - 108MHz. AM: 520 - 1710 KHz.
- LCD displays time, frequency, and memory station.
- Display light for momentary illumination.
- Digital PLL synthesized receiver.
- Direct frequency entry system for instant access to stations.
- 24 station memory presets.
- Sleep timer and alarm.
- FM/SW 360 degree rotary telescopic antenna / MW ferrite far antenna.
- External antenna jack for improved shortwave reception.
- Includes: AC adaptor, carrying strap, case, earphones, and three AA batteries.

DIMENSIONS: 5 3/4"W x 3 1/2"H x 1 1/8"D

WEIGHT: 10 oz.

THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
The Grundig YB 300PE (Professional Edition) is a breeze to operate. Hear broadcasts from every corner of the globe: London, Rome, Beijing, Paris, New Delhi, Tokyo, Moscow... This powerful shortwave radio is loaded with "expensive" features like direct keypad entry for instant access to stations... shortwave autoscan tuning... FM stereo with earphones... 24 station memories... illuminated digital display with quartz clock, alarm and adjustable sleep timer. Has the power to pull in weak shortwave signals even in the daytime like radios for twice the price. Get breaking news from the CBC, BBC, Voice of America RAI in Rome, Radio Holland, Voice of Russia & more!

Exceptional shortwave sensitivity means power to pull in weak signals anywhere in the world. Choose from scan, manual tuning, 24 programmable memory locations or direct keyboard frequency entry to find the precise station that suits your mood. The Grundig YB 300PE redefines value.

Features:
- Digital tuning display
- AM/FM (FM stereo with the included earphones)
- Illuminated multifunction LCD display
- Telescopic antenna
- Instant keypad frequency entry
- Dynamic micro speaker
- Shortwave autoscan tuning
- DX/local selector
- External antenna jack
- Titanium-look finish
- 24 user-set station memories
- Direct digital keypad tuning
- Clock and sleep timer (10-90 minutes)
- Earphone jack
- 13 shortwave bands 2.3 - 7.8 MHz; 9.1 - 26.1 MHz
- Requires three AA batteries
- Measures: 5 ¾"W x 3 ½"H x 1 ¼"D
- Weight: 10 oz
- One year warranty
- Shortwave listening guide